
Affordable Program for Families

Performance Opportunities

Field Trips & Fun Activities

Guest Artists, Mentors, & Master Classes

Designed to Inspire & Challenge

Families participating in the Central Minnesota Youth 
Orchestra participate in a fair share program.  Rather 
than paying tuition, families are shown the expense 
involved to make the program successful and asked to 
make a pledge for the year.  Advantages of this system 
include the opportunity for families to pay based on their 
financial ability without dealing with scholarship 
applications. Additionally, the fair share program is a tax 
deductible contribution.

CMYO partners with many venues and educational 
institutions in the region. Students experience beautiful 
locations to perform including Saint Cloud State 
University Ruth Gant Recital Hall, Saint John's University 
Great Hall, College of Saint Benedict Rehearsal Hall, and 
the Paramount Theater.

CMYO offers students opportunities to experience 
professional performances like the Minnesota Orchestra.  
A field trip is planned every year at little to no expense for 
the CMYO families.

A wide range of guest artists meet with the CMYO 
ensembles to solo at concerts. In addition, artists provide 
more professional experience for the students. Several 
local teachers become mentors to assist students with 
their music during rehearsals and performances.

CMYO offers three ensembles designed to place students 
based on similar skill levels.  Each ensemble 
requirements continue to challenge the students as they 
progress in their instrumental skills.

Prelude - Cello  
Tina Lamberts, Instructor 

Cadenza
Rhonda Johnson, Conductor

Prelude is the newest member of the ensembles.  The program is 
designed to give hands on with a professional cello instructor on 
posture, technique and other related parts to playing the cello.  This 
would not replace the need for private lessons. However, the class 
would give students opportunity to work alongside other cellists 
while learning repertoire related to developing their skills as cellists.

Cadenza offers students who have been playing for about a year, the 
opportunity to start performing in an ensemble setting.  Students will 
experience playing melody and harmony, learn about different key 
and time signatures, understand the different roles within the 
orchestra setting, and introduce rehearsal and concert etiquette. 
Music selections are used to cultivate these concepts in a fun 
environment.  

Intermezzo
Rhonda Johnson, Conductor

Encore
Michael Zellgert, Artistic Director

Intermezzo bridges between Overture and Encore by increasing 
expectations between learning the roles of performing in an 
ensemble  and enhancing the student’s skill level. Further 
development and exploration of differing key signatures, more 
complex melodies and harmonies, vibrato, shifting, and bow 
articulations.  Though not required to participate in CMYO, it is 
highly recommended to take lessons with a private instructor.

Encore is the advanced level ensemble that has reached a skill level 
that is more intense with preparation and performance.  Students 
will use critical thinking, leadership skills, and a broad 
understanding of musical styles.  Students should consider taking 
private lessons at this level to help continue growth in their skills.  If 
for financial reasons you cannot afford lessons, please contact the 
artistic director for suggestions.

CMYO Ensembles

"To  provide a unique 
orchestral experience 
leading to performances 
that shape, educate and 
inspire lives of developing 
youth musicians in the
communities of Central 
Minnesota."

Central Minnesota
Youth Orchestra
Mission Statement:

CONTACT INFO

Mailing Address
P.O. Box 85
St. Joseph, MN 56374

Phone/Voicemail
(320) 227-6847

Website
www.cmyo.org



 

 

INTRODUCTION TO THE 
FAIR SHARE PROGRAM 

Why a Fair Share Program? 

CMYO has moved away from a tuition-based system for several key reasons. The Fair 
Share Program: 

Allows any student who qualifies for an ensemble to participate, regardless of the 
family's financial circumstances 

Removes the need to provide subsidy scholarships that would require more guardian 
information and paperwork 

Allows payments to be treated as a donation that can be used as a write-off on 
personal taxes 

Expectations of the Fair Share Program
 
CMYO is a 501(c)3 non-profit which is supported by individuals, businesses, and 
underwriters from the region. 
In order for CMYO programs to continue, CMYO must raise matching grant funds, as 
well as meet all expenses not covered by grants. 
As CMYO grows with support from the community, more program opportunities will be 
added to give back to the youth musicians of the region. Many ideas are in the works. 
However, we need backing to turn those ideas into reality. 
CMYO assumes all families will make best efforts to financially support CMYO based on 
their families' financial circumstances. 
CMYO offers three options for Fair Share payment: (1) Full Year per Ensemble Pledge 
(Recommended); (2) Custom Pledge/Arranged Payment Plan; and (3) No Pledge. 

What are some of CMYO's Expenses that are Covered through the 
Fair Share Program? 

Examples include: 
Office Supplies, QuickBooks for Non-profits, Office Productivity, P.O. Box, Website 
development/registration, State Fees, Insurances, Directors' Contracts, Guest Artists, 
Brochures, Mailings, Advertisements, Events/Parties/Receptions, Field Trips, 
Transportation, Rehearsal/Concert Venues, Music Rental/Purchases, and T-shirts 

Do Volunteers Support CMYO with their Time, Beyond the Support 
Received through the Fair Share Program? 

Yes, the bulk of the time spent for CMYO is volunteer. CMYO is in constant movement 
all year long preparing: 
Board of Directors – Hold monthly board meetings, set p/tear down at concerts and 
some rehearsals, serve as guest speakers at events 
Artistic & Music Directors – Offer clinics at schools; find new concert programming, 
themes, and guest artists; meet with parent committee, board of directors, treasurer, 
school directors and private instructors in the region, and development coordinator; 
campaign for funds at businesses; connect with regional and national organizations; 
plan field trips; and dedicate many hours to email correspondence 
Staff – Design brochures and flyers, and create verbiage for ads; present at functions; 
update the website and resources such as Facebook and newspapers; 
create/print/collate programs and student paperwork; plan field trips 
Parent Committee – Hold monthly meetings with parents; set up info tables at schools 
and community events, send mass emails to parents with CMYO-related information; 
organize logistics for rehearsals and concerts; find outreach and fundraising 
opportunities; and much more!

What are Some Possibilities that the Fair Share Program Could Offer 
in the Future? 

Concert tours, more diverse field trips, scholarships to subsidize private lessons, Intro to 
Strings program (1st through 5th Grade) C
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